But isn't religion
harmless?

But doesn't it
inspire good?

Christianity is a religion and religion is
essentially harmless, BUT Christianity is
also a dogmatic belief system which is
always harmful for a society. Although
many Christians only treat select claims
as truth, the claims related to what they
are seeking truth on, they still support
belief in taking all of the Bible's claims as
the inerrant inspired word of a god.

Christianity only gives bad reasons to do
good where good reasons are actually
available. Reasons that are not exclusive
to or dependent on Christianity and do not
carry the negative baggage of a dogmatic
belief system. Santa inspires kids to do
good but eventually they must move on
and find better reasons to do good. It is
time we move on from Christianity too.
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Why Christianity
is a dogma.
Christianity is the following of Jesus
Christ's teachings in accordance with the
Bible/scripture. Christianity rests upon the
tradition that the Bible is the inspired
inerrant word of God told through
prophets for it makes claims that, if were
true, could not have been known to man
independently. If the Bible is not taken as
inerrant and God inspired then Christianity
is meaningless for there would be no way
to tell what parts are suppose to be true
and what parts are not. No outside nonreligious sources support the claims that
are crucial to the faith such as heaven,
hell, souls, sin or Jesus dying for our sins.

Can you have Christianity
without the Bible? No.
Jesus Christ, along with his teachings, is
based upon the religious texts of
Christianity. Although most historians
believe a regular human figure dubbed
"Historical Jesus" inspired some of the
Gospel stories on the figure Jesus Christ
we still know nothing about this potential
historical figure and especially do not
know any of his possible teachings.

The Bible is NOT inerrant
Making it socially acceptable to believe it is inerrant

makes it socially acceptable to...
attack marriage equality, attack freedom of choice, attack
medical research, attack public education, murder children
through reliance in faith healing, murder in God's name,
censor the public, discriminate, and much much more.

Can't we just

agree to
disagree?
Agreeing to
disagree is
ONLY an option for beliefs,

NOT CLAIMS.
The Bible makes claims which people
base personal decisions upon,
decisions that affect the freedom &

well-being of others.
Votes & elections are based on these claims
Laws are based on these claims
Medical treatments are based on these claims
Women's rights are based on these claims
Opinions of others are based on these claims
What children are taught about history and
science is based on these claims

Bad people will
do bad things...
But what does it take for good people to
bad things? The answer: convincing them
that counterfactual claims are inerrant.
Those who do harm in the name of
Christianity are not twisting the words of
the Bible to fuel hate. They are good
people doing what is morally right
based on the belief in the inerrancy of the
Bible's claims. A belief that we need to
stop making socially acceptable.

Examples of such Bible claims. ..
The Bible claims Hell, Heaven, and souls
exist and that homosexuality is a sin. All
major campaigns against marriage
equality in the USA base their motives on
those claims, to protect people from Hell
by discouraging a sin. The Bible also
claims that prayer will cure all injuries or
illnesses. Many children die because their
parents rely on prayer instead of seeing a
doctor. In all of the Bible's examples of
faith healing there is no need for a doctor
and such parents are convinced their
children ARE being healed as the Bible
promises, even after it is too late.
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